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Abstract 

Do you remember the stock market internet bubble and Y2K? How about the real estate 
crash in 2008? How about almost all markets crashing in 2009 before the bank bailouts? What 
about the market’s recovery over the last 10 years that has set record highs!?  

We are sure you can remember them as well as many other market swings throughout 
your lifetime. These swings are also known as market cycles. However, the mainstream fake 
news media refers to them as recessions or financial crisis. They refer to the market cycles as 
such to instill a subliminal fear in the public conscience. In reality, there is nothing to be afraid of 
here! On the contrary, these cycles are the exact moments the elites of the world so eagerly 
await. They prey upon and take advantage of the opportunity to profit off of the volatility of the 
underlying markets.    

Most of us do not pay close enough attention to these cycles in the markets (unless we are 
at an extreme) because of the amount of time between the lows and the highs of each respective 
market cycle. Depending on the market (stocks, real estate, etc.) the cycles typically last 
anywhere from 2 to 10 years.1 Both the subliminal messaging of fake news propaganda and the 
extended time horizons of the market cycles contribute to a harsh reality. A reality, that most 
people greatly fear these recessions or financial crisis. The majority, with the mainstream 
mindset of “making it through” make reactive decisions with their wealth. Rather, they should be 
taking proactive wealth building steps throughout all stages of the cycle. Not fearing market 
cycles and taking advantage of the market volatility defines the prepared elite mindset. A 
mindset of unparalleled “opportunity” to compound wealth during these times. 

These cycles do take place within free markets. However, make no mistake; today the 
free market cycle is completely tamed and manipulated.2 It all starts with debt-based fiat 
currency and central banking systems. These systems are corrupt, maintain no national loyalties 
and promote a one-world economy.3 The central banks have been empowered by worldwide 
banking laws that they lobby. The laws protect them as they tamper with key economic 
variables, such as interest rates and money supplies. This leads to the expanding and contracting 
of whole economies, thus; causing cyclical booms and busts. These booms and busts are the 
necessary component to fighting and masking inflation (decreasing purchasing power resulting 
in rising prices of goods) in our real world monopoly game.4 The elites have gained complete 
control of this financial system and ultimately make the final decisions. They decide when to 
expand and when to contract. The elites use this foreknowledge and understanding to make  

                                                        
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_recessions_in_the_United_States 
2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FhDg7-0mmU&t=1528s 
3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rQouKi7xDpM&t=20s 
4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UMAELCrJxt0 
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money through the boom but also to compound their profits during the bust. They cyclically 
grow generational wealth, acquiring more and more real property assets through each market 
cycle. These actions further strengthen their powerbase, allow for even more manipulation as 
time passes; while assets accrue. 

Through elitist banker greed (the love of money is the root of all evil) and by design, the 
worldwide central banking inflationary debt-based fiat currency system has been pushed to the 
brink of hyperinflation and complete failure. According to the St. Louis Federal Reserve, the true 
purchasing power of the dollar has been diluted to just $0.04 cents.5 The dollar is one more 
round of “quantitative easing”6 away from becoming mathematically worthless. The dollars 
biggest shortfall is that the currency itself, once backed by gold7, is now only backed by the “full 
faith and credit” of government (people). So, when (notice I did not say if) government fails and 
people lose their faith (fiat exposed as worthless8) the dollar will lose its status as the trusted 
global reserve currency. When the global reserve currency status is gone the dollar will assume 
it’s true purchasing power, rendering it worthless. Do you think the bankers will surrender their 
long established dominion over the worldwide financial system? Neither do we here at Christian 
Investment Analysis.  

In fact, we have identified the central bankers planned replacement financial system. The 
new system is strategically designed to merge with the current system in the short term but to 
eventually replace the traditional system upon its designed failure. Thomas Jefferson warned us 
of this two-pronged system in a debate over the re-charter of the Bank Bill in 1809. Jefferson 
said, “If the American people ever allow private banks to control the issue of their currency, first 
by inflation, then by deflation, the banks…will deprive the people of all property until their 
children wake-up homeless on the continent their fathers conquered…The issuing power [of 
currency] should be taken from the banks and restored to the people, to whom it properly 
belongs.” The entire world, including the USA, has not heeded President Jefferson’s warning. As 
a result, just as the world is awakening to the current state of the fraudulent central banking 
system, the exposed central bankers have initiated the transition from the inflationary debt-based 
fiat system to the deflationary digital control system. 

 Financed by elites but created by technocratic new agers (super-spiritual programmers 
who believe technology is god and destined to govern man9) sold with a utilitarian utopian 
dream, Bitcoin (the first digital currency and the largest and most secure network) was built on 
the backbone of blockchain technology.10 This technology has been marketed on the wings of  
                                                        
5 https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CUUR0000SA0R 
6 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/q/quantitative-easing.asp 
7 https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/fdr-takes-united-states-off-gold-standard 
8 https://www.federalreservehistory.org/essays/gold_convertibility_ends 
9 https://www.wired.com/story/anthony-levandowski-artificial-intelligence-religion/ 
10 https://bitcoin.org/en/ 
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liberty, anarchy, and decentralization. Ultimately, it provides oversight and complete control of 
the world’s population through finance. When blockchain technology (“decentralized” or not) 
is combined with the law (like the current financial system) it will become a worldwide 
financial system of control that can even determine whether or not a person has the right to 
buy or sell based on the stipulations of the code (law).  

It is no surprise that this replacement deflationary digital financial control system will 
give even more power and control to those who financed it. Giving more to those who already 
had the foreknowledge, prestige, and wealth from running the original inflationary debt-based 
system.11 It is also no surprise, that within the code is a strategically designed algorithmic 
manipulation of the inflation rate12 (making Bitcoin a deflationary asset). This code is 
designed to exploit free market economics and manifest the very same boom and bust cycles we 
see today in the manipulated traditional markets. 

Just because the central banks and governments tell us the rules of the game (we know 
the current central banking rules/gimmicks) it does not change anything! When a system is 
married to the law, people lose their rights. Bitcoin solves a lot of obvious central banking 
atrocities but it starts a new game with different rules and new deceptions. A new monetary 
system is not the answer to the world’s problems. However, it is being marketed and sold to the 
masses as such. In the short-term, cryptocurrency is a powerful escape from the corrupt 
inflationary debt-based fiat central banking system. In the long-term, combined with the law; this 
new deflationary financial system is the ultimate system of censorship and control. 

There is NOW, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to invest in this technology and 
emerging asset class. These technologies (Blockchain, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things) 
applied to finance will usher in the planned technocratic Future Economy. For those who 
understand the economics behind the replacement deflationary system, there is a cyclical wealth 
building opportunity. An opportunity exists with Bitcoin, to cyclically compound real property 
assets the same way the elites do within the traditional market cycles. Different game, different 
rules, same results. This Special Report will detail the coded Cryptonomics cycle, within the 
replacement deflationary currency; that is the center of the digital financial control system of the 
Future Economy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
11 https://www.businessinsider.com/40-percent-of-bitcoins-are-held-by-just-1000-people-2017-12 
12 https://www.bitcoinblockhalf.com/ 
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1. The Modern Central Banking Financial 
System & Cyclical Investing 

 
The goal of this Special Report is to show the same economic manipulations that result in 

the market cycles within the traditional markets are also coded into the financial system of the 
future. This coded manipulation will allow the in-the-know elites the same cyclical investing 
opportunities taken advantage of today. For this reason, I will not spend much time describing 
the current financial and central banking system. There have been many great and detailed works 
on the current financial system that is spearheaded by the central banks. A few examples include, 
The Creature from Jekyll Island by G. Edward Griffin and End the Fed by Ron Paul. 
Furthermore, for those who prefer to watch instead of read; you can get everything from the 
basic to advanced concepts of modern day central banking on the www.CIADC.co free content 
webpage - The History of Money. 

There is also great literature concerning investing strategies surrounding the central 
banking financial system and market cycles. The strategies are referred to as cyclical investing or 
sometimes crisis investing. This type of asset management is where the old adage and results 
tested concept of “Buy Low, Sell High” originated. Some great resources on this are Crisis 
Investing by Doug Casey, Bubbleology: The New Science of Stock Market Winners and Losers 
by Kevin Hassett, and The Little Book of Stock Market Cycles by Jeffrey Hirsch. If you are 
looking to employ this strategy in the new emerging asset class of digital currency, then you will 
want to BECOME A FULL CIA MEMBER. Cyclical Investing will be our strategy, and real 
property asset accrual will be our focus, while the foundations of the Future Economy are built 
and the digital asset class continues its cyclical emergence. 

Financial recessions or crisis (parts of the market cycle) occur on a regular basis. In fact, 
the United States alone has gone through 49 recessions or crisis.13 Some of the more recent 
cycles include 1987 (Black Monday), 1994 (Devaluation of Peso against Dollar), 1998 (Internet 
Bubble), 2000 (Y2K), 2007-08 (Mortgage Crisis). That averages out to 1 cycle about every 5 
years just over the past 30 years! For the sake of time, we are not going to take it all the way 
back to the original US Panic of 1785 (over-expansion of debts incurred after the American 
Revolution) or even to the “Great Depression” of 1929. However, we must compare historical 
statistics to expose the evidence; todays elongated cycles are the result of the modern central 
banking system’s policies and economic manipulations. 
 In the early years of US finance (1785-1834), with no Federal Reserve central banking 
manipulation, there were a total of 11 market cycles. The average duration of a recession was 2.4  

                                                        
13 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_recessions_in_the_United_States 
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years and the average time between each cycle was 2.35 years. In the free banking era of US 
finance (1835-1927), with the Federal Reserve central bank beginning its economic and 
monetary manipulations in 1913,14 there were a total of 24 market cycles. The average duration 
of a recession was shortened to 1.74 years and the average time between each cycle to 2.12 
years. In the modern age of US finance (1928-Present), with Federal Reserve economic and  
monetary manipulations down to a Keynesian science, there have been 14 market cycles. The 
average duration of a recession has been shortened to just 1.14 years but the average time 
between each cycle has been lengthened to 4.72 years.  

As you can see, the data shows; the economic and monetary manipulations of the Federal 
Reserve have altered the timelines of the natural free market cycles that predated the FED’s 
existence. The Federal Reserve has shortened but intensified the crisis period (allowing for more 
volatile recessions), while at the same time increased the amount of time between recessions 
(allowing enough time for substantial bubble growth of the underlying markets). The Federal 
Reserve has continuously poked holes in bubbles, always eager to deflate the bubble but careful 
enough to never poke it hard enough to pop it. This fact is further evidence that the broken and 
manipulated financial system has become dependent on the FED. Each crisis is bigger than the 
last and requires even more intervention from the central banks to maintain a semblance of 
financial status quo of the markets to the mainstream. 

The reason each crisis continues to be larger than the last has to do with the current 
central banking systems scale. In complex dynamic systems such as financial markets, risk is an 
exponential function of scale. Today the systemic risk is greater because the entire system and 
the debt that it has created through its policies and manipulations is larger than it has ever been. 
Due to continued central bank intervention, the total worldwide debt has increased by almost 
$150 Trillion over the past 15 years. Too-big-to-fail banks are bigger than ever, own a larger 
percentage of total assets within the banking system and have larger derivatives books. The 
central bankers have the manipulations down to a science and society has become dependent on 
playing their game to experience financial growth. 

Each credit and liquidity crisis/recession/cycle starts out differently but they all end up 
the same. Each cycle peak ends with distress in a particular overborrowed sector (can you think 
of any overborrowed sectors in today’s system?) and then spreads from sector to sector until 
every participant in the financial system is screaming, “I want my money back!” The central 
bankers instigate this process by infusing money into the system by increasing the money supply. 
They peg low interest rates, making that money easily and cheaply accessible. This leads to a 
booming of the economy and asset prices across most financial markets creating much wealth 
“on the books” for all participants.  

 
                                                        
14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve 
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The in-the-know elites then liquidate their assets at the top of the market cycle and here is 

the key - realize their profits. The majority of mainstreamers never take full profits, if any, they  
just find comfort/excitement in seeing their increasing net worth on the computer or phone 
screen. The elites will then place their shorts (bets on markets declining) while the 
mainstreamers are thinking the sky is the limit. The central banks will then increase interest 
rates, forcing higher premiums and ultimately debt defaults. After the markets crash, the elites 
compound their profits by again realizing their profits from their short positions. The elites will 
then increase their asset base by buying up all the real property from those who need to sell to 
cover their debts or even just decided to panic sell as a result of fear, impatience and not 
understanding market cycles.  

Small investors get hurt the worst, while the too-big-to-fail banks get bailed out and live 
on to manipulate and compound wealth through another cycle. This is the reality of the corrupt 
worldwide central banking inflationary debt-based fiat system. The in-the-know elites have no 
plans to stop exploiting their designed system for their own benefit. In fact, they intend to benefit 
immensely, as well as increase both power and control; with their new replacement deflationary 
digital financial control system. 
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2. The Future Central Code Financial System 

 
Does it come as a surprise that the very same elites/central bankers mentioned above who 

orchestrate and maliciously manipulate traditional markets for their own benefit, power and 
control have designed and financed the new financial system to replace the dying old? It should 
not come as a surprise. If it does, read The Creature from Jekyll Island by G. Edward Griffin or 
End the Fed by Ron Paul to get a deeper understanding of the lengths that the central banking 
cabal will go to to establish and maintain control of financial markets and people. Truly, we fight 
not against flesh and blood but spiritual wickedness in high places. 

The central-bank gatekeepers have driven the inflationary debt-based fiat currency 
system to the brink of hyperinflation and complete failure by design. The system has been 
exploited to its full potential. However, the system has always lacked a few key attributes that 
central bankers desire to fully control and manipulate the mainstream. The flaws in the cash 
based system lie mainly in the privacy of the user (fungibility), centralized trust, and free market 
economic functions such as inflation. Bitcoin solves all of those problems; fungibility and trust 
through the lie of decentralization and free market inflation through direct manipulation of 
Bitcoin’s supply and inflation rate. 

The greatest attribute, maybe even the only remaining attribute, of cash is fungibility. 
Fungibility is the property of a good or a commodity whose individual units are essentially 
interchangeable. Fungibility affords privacy. In other words, whether that dollar you want to 
spend at the store passed through the hands of a little child at an ice cream truck or the hands of a 
terrorist makes no difference. It is still worth a dollar and is recognized as legal tender for all 
debts public and private. This means that people have the ability to remain financially 
anonymous, both legally and illegally. Central Banks and Governments despise this attribute of 
cash. People can claim less than they have actually earned on taxes and criminals can avoid the 
banking system altogether.  

In extreme cases, such as drug cartels or war lords, law agencies will record the serial 
numbers of cash (aka marked bills) that they use in an undercover sting operation. Later, the 
criminals will use those marked bills and in doing so will expose themselves as the beneficiaries 
of the illegal funds. Removing fungibility removes privacy and helps capture the criminal. This 
will be a deep state and central bank marketing ploy for cryptocurrency adoption: “Pseudo-
anonymity is for the safety of the majority, who honestly report and pay their taxes, and for the 
prosecution of the minority who exploit their anonymity to buy drugs and guns and fund 
terrorism. You see, taking away your financial privacy has nothing to do with controlling you 
and everything to do with keeping you safe. If you are not doing anything wrong, you have  
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nothing to hide.” This is the lie that will be used to take away the people’s right to privacy,15 the 
same lie that was used post 9/11 to empower the deep states’ spying capabilities.16 By moving to 
a cashless society and passing laws to enforce pseudo-anonymity the elites will gain complete 
control over our finances, even to the point of being able to deny you the right to buy or sell 
based on your good or bad “standing” with the law (enforced by the code).  

For example, let’s say you have a few parking tickets that are past due. You forgot that 
they were due on the previous day and you plan to pay them as soon as possible. It was just a 
busy week at work and a complete misunderstanding. You are even happy to pay the late fees as 
a good law abiding citizen. Within todays financial system, no problem! You can be past due on 
a ticket or citation and there may be additional financial repercussions, but eventually it will be 
sorted out. You will get those tickets and fees paid, so that the state does not eventually suspend 
or revoke your license. In the meantime, you can still buy groceries or make other payments; all 
is well. Not so much within the new financial digital control system of the future economy.  

When blockchain is combined with the law, by enforcing the legislation via code, if you 
are past due (in bad standing) on a ticket, citation, taxes, etc. your wallet can be locked/blocked 
from interacting with other wallets to make payments. In other words, you will not be able to 
spend any of your own money anywhere until you pay off the fines to the approved and indebted 
wallets. You will then achieve “good standing” within the system according to the laws being 
enforced by the code. Once you achieve good standing, by settling your debts, then your wallet 
will be unlocked/unblocked and you will be able to buy groceries or make other payments to 
other wallets. Now you can clearly see, sacrificing anonymity is just to keep you safe. What 
about the collection of your data and the consumer profile created in your name? It is your guess 
what they will do with all of that financial information. Do you trust them? 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) is a United States government 
corporation providing deposit insurance to depositors in US commercial banks and savings 
institutions. The FDIC was created by the 1933 Banking Act, enacted during the Great 
Depression to restore trust in the American banking system.17 More than one-third of banks 
failed in the years before the FDIC’s creation, and bank runs were common. The insurance limit 
was initially $2,500 per ownership category, and this was increased several times over the years 
to account for inflation. After the 2008-2009 financial recession, when the Unites States was 
threatened by the Federal Reserve central bank with a financial apocalypse; the US Congress 
voted for the US taxpayers to bail out the too-big-to-fail banks.18 It was at this time, a lot of 
people were able to connect with generations past. They too lost their trust in the banks with their  

                                                        
15 http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/03/why-criminals-cant-hide-behind-bitcoin 
16 https://www.history.com/topics/21st-century/patriot-act 
17 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Deposit_Insurance_Corporation 
18 https://www.forbes.com/sites/mikecollins/2015/07/14/the-big-bank-bailout/#57a6d8b32d83 
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financial schemes, as property values and retirement savings dwindled. As a result, in 2011; 
Congress passed the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. This act 
enables the FDIC to insure deposits in member banks up to $250,000 per ownership category.19 
Do you trust them? Will the money be there when you need it? 

Fool me once, shame on you. Fool me twice, shame on me. Fool me three times 
and…you will have untrusted banks and another revolution on your hands. Unfortunately, the 
elites know this already. They have been planning it for generations. They know there are not 
going to be any more bailouts. They have enabled the worldwide debt to grow to $244 Trillion, 
three times the size of the worldwide economy.20 The elitist know that if they push these limits 
any higher, while promoting the same central bank gimmicks; the people could stand up and 
refuse to pay. After all, it is the elite central banks that are actually sitting on top of the giant debt 
bubble. If we were playing a family game of Monopoly, the elitist bankers are the equivalent of 
Grandpa playing the banker. Instead of Grandpa foreclosing on his grandson when he lands on 
boardwalk with a hotel, he writes him a lease and allows him to pay 100 of his 200 dollars for 
“Passing Go” for the next 30 turns as payment. Of course Grandpa could foreclose on him but 
then what is little Jonny going to do if he loses and is out of the game? Throw a tantrum, run 
around the house, make a mess, be free? It is better to have little Jonny entertained and behaved, 
concentrating on your game and following your rules than off elsewhere, where you have no 
control.  

The central banks have a problem, monopoly is getting old and boring. Too many people 
know how to play the game and spot the loopholes. Not everyone trusts Grandpa the 
banker…Little Becky thinks Grandpa would have foreclosed on her and she has not been given 
any lease or help or entitlement like Jonny. No one trusts the banker, even if it is Grandpa! The 
fact of the matter is that you cannot trust another person. People makes mistakes, sometimes 
even honest ones. Trust at best would be limited in a human system. Hence, the emergence of the 
non-forgiving technocratic systems.  

The elites have financed the Bitcoin code which runs on blockchain technology. 
Blockchain is just a method of distributed digital information storage. In Bitcoin’s case, it is a 
“decentralized” information ledger. Decentralized means to distribute the administrative powers 
or functions of (a central authority) over a less concentrated area.21 Many would have you 
believe that means no one person or entity could completely control Bitcoin. In reality, it just 
means that with a few handshakes or with the creation of a few differently named subsidiaries; 
one centralized party could very well indeed control the Bitcoin network. Whoever controls the  

                                                        
19 https://www.fdic.gov/ 
20 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-01-15/global-debt-of-244-trillion-nears-record-despite-faster-
growth 
21 https://www.dictionary.com/browse/decentralize?s=ts 
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network controls the ledger and the code.22  The controllers and promoters of this system will 
never admit centralization because no one can trust a central authority to remain just. 
Decentralization affords trust. The elites will promote blockchain (aka distributed ledger 
technology – DLT) as a trustless system based on advanced mathematics and immutable 
computer code, void of human error. The elites chant, “In Code We Trust.”23 A cold and 
emotionless financial system, a system you can trust to enforce laws, taxes and policies justly 
without mistakes or bias. 

Finally, the elites new replacement deflationary financial digital control system will 
totally invert the effect of free market inflation. Currently, inflation works against the holders of 
fiat currency. When the dollar supply is increased at such dramatic rates, inflation is what is left 
to “protect” the value of goods and services. Inflation is a free market function that acts as a 
balance between the true value of goods and services and the currency/commodity being 
exchanged for those goods and services. For example, if the central bankers are able to complete 
another series of “quantitative easing” (QE4) while lowering interest rates, the Dow Jones 
Industrial Average could very well hit 50,000 points! So $2,000 for one share of Amazon sounds 
great right? Not when inflation hits the dollar. Due to the quantitative easing (massive supply 
increase through printing/minting of dollars), the prices of goods and services will increase as 
well. It is not so much that the goods and services are now worth more or cost more but that the 
purchasing power value of the dollar has been further diluted by the increased supply. Therefore, 
more dollars are needed to execute a fair value exchange for the desired good or service. That 
market reaction is called inflation. 

The more dollars the central bank continues to print and mint, the more purchasing power 
the dollar continues to lose. As we stated in the abstract, according to the St. Louis Federal 
Reserve, the true purchasing power of the dollar has been diluted to just $0.04 cents.24 How 
much more can the dollar be diluted until it is worthless? Unfortunately, that is not a rhetorical 
question; the answer is just $0.04 cents. Not much wiggle room here. It took from 1913 until 
2019, 106 years of corrupt central banking and Keynesian economics, to get the financial system 
to this point. The point of hyperinflation – worthless fiat cash. This system cannot be fixed over 
night, but it can be upgraded and made “trustless and just.” Trustless because it is decentralized 
and Just because it is coded to benefit its users and does not make any mistakes. 

In the Bitcoin code, the elites made sure to cap supply (only 21 million Bitcoin will ever 
exist) and to include an algorithmic inflation rate adjustment. The idea is to take their largest 
problem in the traditional system, inflation (which protects the fair value exchange and keeps the  
 

                                                        
22 https://medium.com/@homakov/stop-calling-bitcoin-decentralized-cb703d69dc27 
23 https://satoshiroundtable.org/ 
24 https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CUUR0000SA0R 
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banks from continuously printing dollars), and uses it to increase purchasing power for 
themselves as well as other holders of the currency. This results in booms and corrections (busts) 
as the goods and services markets deflate (become cheaper) over time relative to the currency. 
Fiat cash is inflationary, in that when more dollars are printed the increased supply causes the 
purchasing power to drop and the cost of goods and services to go up. Bitcoin is deflationary, in 
that there are a finite amount of Bitcoin and new Bitcoin will take longer to be added to the 
supply through each cycle. Over time this causes the purchasing power of Bitcoin to increase and 
the costs of goods and services to decrease. This enriches the holders of the currency, especially 
the 1000 wallets that own 40% of Bitcoin.25 This coded cryptonomic effect empowers the users 
of the currency. This economic empowerment will be used as a major selling point in the “feel 
good, social justice” marketing scheme of the replacement financial control system. We will talk 
more about Bitcoin’s inflation rate and its effects on value in the next chapter. 

Fungibility, trust, and inflation were the three biggest obstacles the central bankers faced 
to reach their goal of complete tyrannical power and control over people and the financial 
markets. It is not coincidental that cryptocurrency, specifically Bitcoin; while being marketed as 
“freedom of finance” to the people, removes all three of these obstacles. The elites will fully 
exploit the replacement deflationary financial control system. Without fungibility there is no 
privacy, only censorship. Within a “trustless” system based on law enforced by the error free 
code, there is no recourse. With direct manipulation of supply and inflation rate, there will be 
artificial booms and busts that put your assets and wealth at risk. Cryptocurrency may be 
freedom from the debt-based fiat system now, but when it is combined with the law it will 
become a system of censorship and control that can even determine if you are able to buy or sell 
based on your good or bad “standing” within the system. This is the planned central code 
financial digital control system of the technocratic Future Economy. In code they trust, in code 
they control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
25 https://www.businessinsider.com/40-percent-of-bitcoins-are-held-by-just-1000-people-2017-12 
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3. Coded Cryptonomics of Bitcoin 
 

To understand the coded effect in Bitcoin, one must understand price and inflation. Price 
is the expression of the supply/demand relationship between a specific good or service and the 
form of exchange (money). Supply/Demand applies to both the good/service and money. 
Inflation is a general increase in prices and fall in the purchasing power of money. Inflation can 
also be seen as adjusting market values/costs to maintain a fair value exchange. Let us discuss 
some examples to better understand the expression of price and the effects of inflation. 

The day before Hurricane Irma hit Florida in 2017, a case of water was selling for 
$99.99.26 That is the economic consequence of decreased supply (stores sold out from 
mainstream rush to prep) and increased demand (everyone needed water to prepare for storm and 
survive). This scenario (decreased supply, increased demand) will always result in price 
increases relative to the severity of the lack of supply and the abundance of demand. For 
example, even with Florida officials discouraging price gouging in the days leading up to the 
category 5 hurricane; cases of water sold from $8 up to $44.90.27  It was not until the last day 
before landfall that the lowest supply and highest demand caused the highest inflationary price of 
$99.99 for a case of water.  

Now, let us say that the government had an extremely effective emergency water delivery 
system. This system oversupplied cases of water to the emergency zone. The economic 
consequence of a larger increase in supply than demand is a lower price (to attract buyers). This 
scenario (substantially increased supply, increased demand) will always result in lower prices 
relative to the amount of oversupply and increased demand. The market discovering fair price is 
the result of supply/demand and the effect of inflation on a good or service. The effect can be 
negative or positive on the price point of the good or service depending upon the scenario. What 
about the effect of supply/demand and inflation when it comes to money? 

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics consumer price index, prices in 2019 are 
45.90% higher than prices in 2000.28 The dollar experienced an average inflation rate of 2.01% 
per year during this period. In other words, $100 dollars in the year 2000 is equivalent in 
purchasing power to $145.90 in 2019, a difference of $45.90 over 19 years. What caused the 
same goods and services to cost 45.90% more in such a short span of time? If the supply has 
stayed the same or increased, and the demand has slightly increased with population; that does 
not justify an almost 50% price increase! You are correct, but the problem is not with 
supply/demand of the goods and services.  
                                                        
26 https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2017/09/06/hurricane-irma-case-water-sells-99-99-amazon-residents-
fear-price-gouging/636893001/ 
27 Ibid. 
28 http://www.in2013dollars.com/us/inflation/2000?amount=100 
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The problem is in the supply/demand of the dollar and the effect of inflation to maintain 

fair value exchange. In order to fight inflation, the bankers have redefined money supply and 
broken it down into five different categories: M0, M1, M2, M3 and M4.29  Between the year 
2000 and 2019, the Federal Reserve increased the circulating supply of dollars (M0/M1) by $1.2 
trillion.30  That was an increase of the circulating supply of 205%. However, taking into account 
the total wealth supply (M2/M3/M4) created between the years 2000 and 2019, the Federal 
Reserve increased its books from $5.1 trillion to $11.3 trillion.31 That is an increase of  $6.2 
trillion or 122% of the overall money supply. Most of this wealth is “on the books” but the 
economic supply/demand value is still taken into account. The more dollars you print/mint, the 
less each dollar is worth. This scenario (substantially increased supply, slightly increased 
demand) will always result in less purchasing power. The decrease in purchasing power causes 
inflation (higher prices) of the goods and services to maintain a fair value exchange. These are 
the effects of supply/demand and inflation on the purchasing power of money. The free market 
will always work to establish a fair value exchange based on market conditions. 

Like we mentioned in chapter two, the new replacement deflationary system takes the 
elites’ largest problem in the traditional system, inflation (which protects the fair value exchange 
and keeps the banks from continuously printing dollars), and uses its effects to empower holders 
of the currency. They do it by using coded CRYPTONOMICS. The Bitcoin supply is hard 
capped. The code specifies that only 21 million Bitcoin will ever exist, therefore; the supply is 
limited. This means the supply cannot be increased to meet demand. The economic effect on 
money of increased demand greater than that of supply is increased purchasing power. 

 The code also specifies the inflation rate at which new Bitcoin are created and entered 
into the supply. During this current cycle, Bitcoin’s inflation rate per annum is 3.82%. Currently, 
there are 17,529,263 Bitcoin in circulation.32 That means only 3,470,738 more Bitcoin will ever 
be created by mining Bitcoin. There are approximately 1800 Bitcoins mined per day. AS PER 
THE CODE, THE BITCOIN MINING REWARD (INFLATION RATE) WILL BE 
REDUCED BY 50% EVERY 210,000 BLOCKS MINED. In the next cycle, as a result of the 
inflation cut, Bitcoin will have an inflation rate per annum of 1.8%. There will only be 900 
Bitcoins mined per day. Bitcoin will become the least supply inflated asset in the world. Even 
precious metals like gold have an inflation rate per annum of 2.2%33, and silver 2.7%.34 As a 
result, Bitcoin will be more rare and have more purchasing power. 

 
                                                        
29 http://lexicon.ft.com/Term?term=m0,-m1,-m2,-m3,-m4 
30 https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/WCURCIR 
31 Ibid. 
32 https://www.bitcoinblockhalf.com/ 
33 https://www.gold.org/about-gold/gold-supply/gold-mining/how-much-gold 
34 https://www.moneymetals.com/news/2017/12/18/world-silver-production-charts-001321 
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This coded cryptonomic event will trigger inflation of Bitcoin’s purchasing power 

(increased purchasing power) relative to goods/services and other forms of money. It will also 
leave demand as one of the most significant factors remaining in price discovery. If you have 
been following CIA News on Patreon, then you know it is a rhetorical question when we ask, 
“Do you think there will be increased demand for Bitcoin in the future?” With a limited 
scheduled increase coded into Bitcoin’s supply and increased demand, the market will discover a 
more valuable price for Bitcoin through each cycle. Bitcoin is coded to use inflation, the greatest 
enemy of the inflationary debt-based system, as an ally and a means of increasing purchasing 
power/value over time. In other words, Bitcoin is a deflationary currency in that its purchasing 
power increases over time, causing the price of goods and services to decrease relative to each 
Bitcoin. This empowers the user (allows them to purchase more goods/services), and serves as 
the major “feel good, social justice” marketing ploy of the future financial control system that 
“empowers the people.” 

The historical data below shows the effect that the cryptonomic code has on the market’s 
price discovery process of Bitcoin. What you will see is the inflationary boom and bust cycle 
initiated by the inflation rate adjustments. Since Bitcoin’s inception, there have been two coded 
inflation rate adjustments (Halving). 
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The first inflation rate adjustment (50% cut to mining rewards) of Bitcoin came on 

November 28, 2012. In 2011, the year before the cut to the inflation rate, Bitcoin set a high of 
$31 on August 8, 2011 (478 days before the coded adjustment). 194 days later on February 18, 
2012, the yearly low was set at $4.22. Now 284 days later the first coded inflation adjustment 
took place and the Bitcoin price was $12.35. The market then had to account for a coded tweak 
of the assets’ economics (slower rate of supply). This action triggered the free market response 
of fair value price discovery. Notice, Bitcoin was not able to break its previous peak valuation 
until after the coded inflation adjustment. Now 367 days after the first cut to inflation, on 
November 30, 2013, at the peak price of the cycle; Bitcoin traded for $1,156.14. This was a 
9,361% increase from its halving day value of $12.35. That is enough to turn $15,000 into over 
$1.4 million in one year and two days. This is the power of the coded cryptonomics cycle. 
 As we discussed earlier, free market price discovery can cause fluctuations that go both 
positive and negative in price point. Bitcoins supply/demand ratio as well as its purchasing 
power was over speculated by the market. As a result, on January 14, 2015, 410 days after its 
peak price, the market had found a new bottom at $171.51 per Bitcoin. Now 542 days later, the 
second coded inflation adjustment took place on July 9, 2016; the Bitcoin price was $640.56. 
The market again had to account for the coded cryptonomic cycle which triggered the free 
market response of fair value price discovery. Notice again, Bitcoin was not able to break its 
previous peak valuation until after the second coded inflation adjustment. Now 526 days after the 
second cut to inflation, on December 17, 2017, at the peak price of the cycle; Bitcoin traded for 
$19,666. Again, another huge increase of 3,070% from its halving day value of $640.56. That’s 
enough to turn $15,000 into over $450,000 in a year and a half. It was during this cycle that new 
cryptocurrencies appeared such as Ethereum. During this same 526 day period (July 9, 2016 – 
Dec. 17, 2017), the price per Ethereum increased from $10.12 to $735.83. This was an incredible 
7271% increase from its halving day value. That’s enough to turn $15,000 into over $1 million in 
a year and a half. 
 We are currently 423 days from the previous cycles peak, and the price discovery cycle 
has so far put in a bottom of $3191.02 on February 8, 2019. There is a short window of 
opportunity for Bitcoin to set new lows over the next 9 months. However, historical data shows 
that as Bitcoin begins to approach the 6 to 9 month period before its next coded inflation cut, it 
will begin to increase in value. It will turn back towards the previous cycle’s peak price but never 
beyond it. The third coded inflation rate adjustment will take place in 465 days, approximately 
May 24, 2020.35 At this time, based on its history of cyclical price discovery; CIA believes 
Bitcoin will be trading between $9,000-$14,000. When the halving occurs, the coded 
cryptonomic effects will once again initiate the free market price discovery process. Bitcoin will 
begin its next cryptonomic deflation cycle. During the peak of this coming cycle, CIA predicts  
                                                        
35 https://www.bitcoinblockhalf.com/ 
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that Bitcoin could reach $90,000 to $140,000, just over a 1000% increase from its halving day 
value. That is enough to turn $15,000 into $150,000. 
 Today, the greatest opportunity to compound wealth exists in the cryptocurrency market. 
Bitcoin is the “trustworthy” global reserve replacement for the petro-dollar. The replacement 
financial digital control system will continue to takeover finance and the two financial systems 
will begin to merge. The new system, at first an upgrade to the old, but upon failure of the old; 
the designed replacement financial digital control system. During this timeframe, as we saw with 
Ethereum, other specific cryptocurrencies will also flourish. There is a cryptocurrency project 
emerging for every major market in the world. These cryptocurrencies will be included within 
Bitcoins active price discovery process. The CIA Premium Portfolio is actively allocated in 24 
different cryptocurrencies, with another 26 cryptocurrencies “on the radar.” There are currently 
over 2,100 cryptocurrencies in existence today. The elites are salivating at the emergence of their 
new financial control system. As this emerging asset class is cyclically established, there is an 
ever increasing opportunity to compound wealth based on the coded cryptonomics of Bitcoin. 
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Conclusion  
 

In this SPECIAL REPORT – CRYPTONOMICS, CIA concludes that: 
 

1. The modern Central Banking Financial System has been empowered by law. It has been 
exploited by the in-the-know elites and too-big-to-fail banks. They adjust key economic 
variables and use a cyclical investing strategy to accrue real property assets, while taking 
advantage of the people and market’s volatility. According to the St. Louis Federal 
Reserve, the remaining purchasing power of the global reserve currency is just $0.04 
cents. The petro-dollar is one round of quantitative easing (massive increase in supply of 
US dollars) away from hyperinflation – so sharp an increase in supply that it triggers 
inflationary prices on goods that render dollars worthless as a means of exchange. The 
Central Banking gimmick has been exposed. As such, the elites have initiated their 
generational plan; the demise of the inflationary debt-based fiat system and the 
emergence of the new deflationary digital control system of the technocratic Future 
Economy. 

 
2. The Central Bank’s inflationary debt-based fiat financial system is being taken over by 

their new Central Code deflationary financial digital control system. Bitcoin is being 
marketed to the mainstream as safe/secure, trustless (decentralized), and as “freedom of 
finance” to the people. Yet, at the same time, Bitcoin is coded to remove the three biggest 
obstacles the central bankers faced within the traditional system: fungibility, centralized 
trust, and free market inflation. Without fungibility there is no privacy, only censorship. 
Within a “trustless” system based on law enforced by the error free code, there is no 
recourse. With direct manipulation of the supply and inflation rate, there will be cyclical 
booms and busts; risking your assets and wealth. Bitcoin is the deflationary currency that 
is the center of the future financial digital control system and the future global reserve 
currency. 
 

3. The coded Cryptonomics of Bitcoin have been strategically designed to exploit free 
market economic functions to manifest boom and busts cycles. In-the-know elites will 
use their foreknowledge, understanding, and cyclical investing strategies to compound 
wealth. They will continue to accrue real property assets, just as they do within the 
manipulated traditional system. This empowering attribute (increased purchasing power 
over time) of Bitcoin will be used as part of a marketing scheme by the elites. They will 
promote Bitcoin as “freedom of finance” to the people. Meanwhile, the deep state and  
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banking elites will gain the necessary tools to garner complete control of society through 
finance. The historical data clearly shows the economic effects (the free market at work) 
of the coded inflation rate adjustment. The coded inflaton rate adjustment is a 
strategically designed Cryptonomic cycle. The free market will always work to establish 
a fair value exchange based on market conditions.  

 
The most important aspect of investing is one’s mindset. If you are thinking and doing the 

same things as everyone else, you are doing it wrong! Here at CIA, we want to empower our 
members with the necessary knowledge, mindset and faith required to truly succeed. As Bible-
believing Christians, we have the foreknowledge of our future economy and governance (one 
world government, one world financial system, one world religion, etc.). We use this 
foreknowledge to put our money to work for us in investments like Blockchain, Artificial 
Intelligence, and the Internet of Things. Time and Energy are your most valuable assets. Poor 
people use time to get money. Wealthy people use money to buy time. Smart people honor God 
with their money and use their time to serve the King of Kings. 

What the world intends to use for evil, God, if He wills, can use for good. Unparalleled 
opportunity exists to invest in Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies right now at the bottom of the 
current market cycle. In our success, let us remember; Bitcoin and cryptocurrency may be 
freedom from the inflationary debt-based fiat system now, but when it is combined with the law; 
it will become a system of censorship and control that can even determine by code if you are able 
to buy or sell based on your good or bad “standing” within the system. This is the planned 
central code deflationary financial control system of the technocratic Future Economy. In code 
they trust, in code they control. 
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Bitcoin Chart & Historical Data 

 
Coded Inflation Adjustment (Halving) data: 
Total Bitcoins in circulation………………………...17,529,263 
Total Bitcoins to ever be produced………………….21,000,000 
Percentage of total Bitcoins mined………………….83.47% 
Total Bitcoins left to mine…………………………..3,470,738 
Total Bitcoins left to mine before next block half…..845,738 
Bitcoin Price (USD)…………………………………$3575 
Bitocin Market Cap (USD)………………………….$63.6 Billion 
Bitcoin generated per day…………………………...1,800 
Bitcoin INFLATION rate per annum……………….3.82% 
Bitcoin INFLATION rate per annum post halving….1.8% 
Bitcoin Inflation per day (USD)…………………….$6,658,020 
Approx. block generation time……………………...10 minutes 
Approx. blocks generated per day…………………..144 blocks 
  
 
Average DAILY Change in BTC Price by Year: 
2010:   + 0.82% 
2011:   + 0.76% 
2012:   + 0.26%   (1st Halving 11/28) 
2013:  + 1.11%   (Largest Increase) 
2014:   - 0.25%    (Decrease)  
2015:   + 0.09%  
2016:   + 0.22%   (2nd Halving 07/09) 
2017:   + 0.78%   (2nd Largest Increase) 
2018:   - 0.33%    (Decrease) 
2019:  TBD 
2020:  TBD (3rd Halving ~ 05/25) 
2021:  TBD  (Next Cycle Peak? Bitcoin sets new highs after coded adjustment) 
2022: TBD  (Next Potential Decrease) 
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BTC LOWS by Year: 
2012:  $4.22   02/18   (1st Halving) 
2013:  $65.53  07/05 
2014:  $289.30  10/09 
2015:  $171.51 01/14 
2016:  $354.91  01/16 (2nd Halving)   
2017:  $755.76  01/12 
2018:  $3191.30  12/15 
2019:  $3391.02  02/08  (Repeat Low?) 
2020:  TBD   (3rd Halving ~ 05/25) 
2021:  TBD   (Next Cycle Peak?) 
 

 
BTC HIGHS by Year: 
2011:  $31   08/08 
2012:  $13   08/16 (1st Halving) 
2013:  $1156.14  11/30 
2014:  $965.74  01/07 
2015:  $469.10  12/12 
2016:  $979.40  12/29 (2nd Halving) 
2017:  $19,666  12/17 
2018:  $17,579.60  01/07 
2019:  $4,109.02  01/08 (YTD) 
2020:  TBD   (3rd Halving) 
2021:   TBD   (Cycle Peak?)
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